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Abstract

Cloud platforms today make efficient use of storage resources by slicing them among multi-tenant applications on demand. However, our study discloses that cloud storage is still seriously underutilized for both allocated and unallocated storage. Although cloud providers have developed harvesting techniques to allow evictable virtual machines (VMs) to use unallocated resources, these techniques cannot be directly applied to storage resources, due to the lack of systematic support for the isolation of space, bandwidth, and data security in storage devices.

In this paper, we present BlockFlex, a learning-based storage harvesting framework, which can harvest available flash-based storage resources at a fine-grained granularity in modern cloud platforms. We rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization and enable transparent harvesting of both allocated and unallocated storage for evictable VMs. BlockFlex explores both heuristics and learning-based approaches to maximize the storage utilization, while ensuring the performance and security isolation between regular and evictable VMs at the storage device level. We develop BlockFlex with programmable solid-state drives (SSDs) and demonstrate its efficiency with various datacenter workloads.

1 Introduction

In modern cloud platforms, storage devices such as flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) have been virtualized as system-wide shared resources to provide storage services across multiple application instances [6, 10, 15, 30, 39, 65]. This enables cloud platforms to make efficient use of storage capacity and bandwidth by slicing them among multiple multi-tenant virtual machines (VMs) [44, 61, 75]. However, our study of the event traces collected from popular cloud platforms [3, 10, 23] reveals that storage I/O is still significantly underutilized for both unallocated (unsold) and allocated storage. For instance, we find that 40% of the cloud storage servers have 25% of their storage unallocated, and the I/O utilization of allocated storage is under 33% on average (see Figure 1 and §2.1).

To improve the resource efficiency in the cloud, providers offer evictable VMs (i.e., Spot VMs or Harvest VMs) [4, 5, 24]. These evictable VMs allow users to use unallocated resources with low priority, i.e., the resources of evictable VMs can be reclaimed by regular VMs at any time. Recent studies [6, 49, 69, 76] advanced this technique by improving the resource allocation and scheduling for evictable VMs with heuristic-based harvesting approaches.

However, prior work on resource harvesting mainly focused on CPU and memory resources, which cannot be directly applied to cloud storage for three reasons. First, current cloud storage virtualization approaches do not support storage harvesting, and dynamic reallocation of resources is not feasible. Second, cloud storage usually stores sensitive application data, which requires careful management for storage allocation and deallocation. Third, cloud storage can suffer from significant harvesting overhead due to the block erasure and metadata updates, which requires specific optimizations for enabling efficient storage harvesting.

In this paper, we present BlockFlex, the first learning-based storage harvesting framework, which enables transparent storage harvesting for both allocated and unallocated storage at a fine-grained granularity, while ensuring data privacy for cloud users with low harvesting overhead.

To develop BlockFlex, we first conduct a characterization study of storage resources that could be harvested in a cloud platform. According to our study (see §2), we find that for unallocated VMs configured with 512GB SSD, 78%, 43%, and 25% of them can be harvested and used for 1 hour, 6 hours, and 12 hours, respectively. This provides us the heuristic information about how these unallocated storage resources can be utilized. As for the allocated storage for VMs, an average of 70% can be harvested, however, the time available for harvesting varies depending on the workloads running in the VMs. Our study discloses the dynamics of available storage resources, which drives us to develop a learning-based approach for assisting the storage harvesting.
To enable transparent and fine-grained storage harvesting, we rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization for flash-based SSDs. The recent development of software-defined flash (SDF) in datacenters [30, 52] allows VMs to map their storage to dedicated flash channels. We build on top of the SDF abstraction and propose a new class of virtualized SSDs, named ghost vSSD. A ghost vSSD is created by harvesting free flash blocks from either unallocated or allocated but unused storage. The ghost vSSD provides the flexibility for fine-grained storage allocation and deallocation as well as block-level state tracking. It enables storage harvesting at the device level, which is transparent to the upper-level applications running on the VMs. Each ghost vSSD aims to meet the storage capacity and bandwidth requests from an evictable VM, however if needed, they can be reclaimed by regular VMs at any time.

However, frequent preemption and harvesting will inevitably introduce performance overheads to both regular VMs and evictable VMs, and even cause VM recreations. Therefore, it is desirable to provision the best-fit storage resource for an evictable VM. To achieve this, we develop learning-based techniques to predict the storage demands as well as the storage resources available for harvesting, in terms of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the duration available for harvesting. With these predictions, for each ghost vSSD, BlockFlex ensures the harvested storage resource will maximally meet the requirements of evictable VMs, while minimizing the opportunity of being preempted unexpectedly by regular VMs. BlockFlex uses the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for online predictions at runtime, because of its low overhead and ability to make time-series predictions. We improve the prediction accuracy by developing different LSTM models for different dimensions of storage properties. For the predictions of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the time available for harvesting, BlockFlex can reach at 94.1%, 95.3%, and 93.1% accuracy, respectively, with slight over-provisioning. Upon mispredictions, BlockFlex implements different exception handlers for different cases (see the details in Table 1). As mispredictions do not happen frequently, the performance impact of misprediction handling is negligible in BlockFlex.

To minimize the performance interference between the regular VM and evictable VM caused by the storage harvesting, we assign higher priority to I/O requests from regular VMs when sharing the same SSD with evictable VMs. When the harvested storage needs to be reclaimed, its flash blocks will be erased first to ensure data security, and then returned back to the corresponding regular VMs. Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We conduct a characterization study of the storage efficiency in different cloud platforms, our observations motivate the desirable need for storage harvesting.
- We rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization in modern cloud platforms for enabling fine-grained storage harvesting with software-defined flash.
- We implement BlockFlex with real programmable SSDs and show its efficiency with various datacenter workloads.
- We develop lightweight predictors that can make efficient predictions for both storage demand and availability in terms of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the time available for harvesting.
- We build a learning-based storage harvesting framework named BlockFlex that can harvest both unallocated and allocated storage resources.
- We conduct a characterization study of the storage efficiency in different cloud platforms, as well as the opportunities for storage harvesting.
- We improve the overall storage utilization by up to 1.75 × in cloud platforms. BlockFlex is lightweight, it incurs trivial additional overheads to cloud platforms. BlockFlex can improve the performance of evictable VMs running with batch-processing workloads by 1.68 × on average, while having negligible negative impact on the performance of regular VMs. The codebase of BlockFlex is available at https://github.com/platformxlab/blockflex.

2 Characterization for Storage Harvesting

Although storage virtualization has been widely deployed in cloud platforms, we observe that storage devices are still significantly underutilized, in terms of both storage bandwidth and capacity. In this section, we first quantify the cloud storage utilization, and then we conduct a hypothetical analysis of the opportunities for storage harvesting.

2.1 Cloud Storage Utilization

The storage underutilization in cloud platforms is due to both the poor utilization of allocated storage resources and the large portion of unallocated resources, as we discuss below.

Allocated storage resources. We conduct the storage utilization study based on the open-source cloud traces from Alibaba [3] and Google [23]. These traces track the usage of allocated storage resources across both VMs and physical servers. Alibaba cloud traces contain the VM utilization logs of 4K servers over 8 days, and Google cloud traces were collected from 12.5K servers over 29 days. As different cloud traces emphasize different aspects of the cloud storage usage (e.g., storage capacity, I/O bandwidth, server utilization, and...
workloads running in each VM changes dynamically over VM utilization), we analyze both traces. We summarize our study results as follows:

- **Storage bandwidth:** We show the bandwidth utilization of Alibaba cloud [3] in Figure 1. The bandwidth utilization of allocated storage across all VMs is below 33%, and the average bandwidth utilization across all VMs over their entire lifetime is 9.2%. For physical servers that usually host multiple VMs, we obtain a similar trend: the bandwidth utilization of the physical storage devices is below 31%, and the average bandwidth utilization is 8.6%.

- **Storage capacity:** We present the cumulative distribution of storage capacity across the VMs of Google cloud [23] in Figure 2. We find that 20% of the VMs almost did not use their allocated storage capacity, 50% of the VMs used only 26.4% of the allocated storage capacity on average, and only 20% of the VMs used up to 90% of their allocated storage. Although different VMs may allocate different storage capacities, our study shows that their capacity utilization is surprisingly low.

The low utilization of allocated cloud storage resources is mainly due to two major reasons. First, cloud platforms usually allocate storage resource associated with each VM at a coarse-grained granularity for simplified storage management. For instance, the storage capacity of a VM in the Azure Cloud is linearly proportional to the number of allocated processor cores [6, 76], no matter whether the VM is I/O-intensive or CPU-intensive. Second, storage allocation is usually conducted in a static manner, while the storage usage of the workloads running in each VM changes dynamically over time. Therefore, the user of a VM has to over-provision sufficient storage for the peak demand upon VM creation.

**Unallocated (unsold) storage resource.** Beyond the allocated storage, the unallocated (unsold) storage in cloud platforms is another source for storage underutilization. This is because cloud providers usually over-provision VMs in their resource pool to satisfy the elasticity requirement from customers [6]. As each unsold VM consumes a fixed amount of resources (e.g., processor cores, memory, and storage), it will result in storage resources unallocated.

To further understand the unallocated storage, we analyze the cloud traces of unsold storage resources from Azure Cloud [6]. The traces include the VM allocation/deallocation logs for about 1,400 servers over 24 hours. As shown in Figure 3, nearly 70% of cloud servers have unsold storage resources, 50% of the servers have an average of 17.3% of their storage unallocated, and 20% of the servers have at least 20.1% of their storage unallocated. Given that a datacenter has thousands of servers, the unallocated storage is another critical source for the storage underutilization.

### 2.2 Opportunities for Storage Harvesting

As discussed in §2.1, we identify two sources for storage harvesting: unallocated storage and allocated storage. In this part, we conduct a hypothetical analysis of these storage resources to understand their potential for storage harvesting. **Analysis methodology.** We study the cloud traces as discussed in §2.1, with a focus on the storage resource allocation and deallocation. We analyze the available storage in allocated and unallocated VMs over time, and check (1) whether we can harvest storage from them for a hypothetical harvest VM requesting a certain amount of storage capacity; (2) how long the harvested storage can last; (3) how many storage resources we can potentially harvest for the hypothetical harvest VMs. Note that Google and Alibaba cloud traces only report normalized numbers, so we use percentages rather than absolute numbers in our analysis.

**Allocated storage resource.** We first apply the hypothetical analysis on the allocated storage resource. Given a hypothetical harvest VM requesting different percentages (10%, 25%, and 50%) of storage bandwidth from a regular VM, we investigate how many servers have such available bandwidth, and how long these resources are available for harvesting. We report the average percentage across the entire trace. The results are summarized in Figure 4. We observe that more than 91% of the servers have harvestable bandwidth for 12 hours, and about 76% of the servers have harvestable bandwidth for 3 days. As we harvest storage for a shorter time (i.e., less than 12 hours), the portion of the available servers is consistently high. This is due to the constant low storage utilization of allocated VMs, as shown in Figure 1.

**Unallocated storage resource.** We now explore the unallocated storage resource. Given a hypothetical harvest VM that
requests different storage capacities (128GB, 256GB, and 512GB), we analyze how many servers can satisfy the request from this harvest VM, and how long the available storage can last. We present the study results in Figure 5. Our study finds that 32% of the servers can satisfy the requirement of 128GB storage capacity for 12 hours. If the harvest VM requests storage for a shorter time, such as 1 hour, 50% of the servers can meet the request. As harvest VM increases the requested storage capacity, the number of harvestable servers decreases.

We also study unsold regular VMs. We vary the storage capacity request from 128GB to 512GB for the hypothetical harvest VM, and demonstrate our study results in Figure 6. For a hypothetical harvest VM of 128GB storage capacity, 94%, 76%, and 62% of the unsold regular VMs can be harvested for 1 hour, 6 hours, and 12 hours, respectively. As we increase the requested storage capacity for the harvest VM, the percentage of available unsold regular VMs drops. However, we still find a decent amount of unsold regular VMs can be harvested. For instance, for the harvest VM that requests 512GB storage capacity, 43% and 24% of the unsold VMs are available for 6 hours and 12 hours, respectively.

It is worth noting that the storage bandwidth is usually allocated proportionally with storage capacity in cloud platforms [20, 30]. This is also reflected in the cloud traces we studied in this paper. For instance, as for the VM with 128GB, 256GB, and 512GB, the storage bandwidth is 192 MB/s, 384 MB/s, and 768 MB/s, respectively. Thus, our study on the unsold storage capacity also applies to the storage bandwidth.

Takeaways. Our characterization study shows that:

- Both unallocated and allocated storage have sufficient storage capacity and bandwidth for harvesting, and they are available long enough to facilitate harvesting.
- The harvestable storage resource varies depending on the storage capacity and time available for harvesting.
- The harvestable storage resource from unallocated VMs and allocated VMs shows different availability patterns and trade-offs. We have a larger chance to harvest storage in allocated VMs, but this may have interference with the regular VM. The harvestable storage from unallocated VMs is limited, but it has no impact on the performance of regular VMs.

With BlockFlex, we aim to improve the cloud storage utilization by harvesting the available storage resources from both allocated and unallocated storage.

3 Technical Background

To facilitate our discussion, we first present the essential technical background of storage virtualization in cloud platforms, and then discuss the harvest VMs that will benefit from storage harvesting.

3.1 Storage Virtualization and SDF

In modern cloud platforms, storage virtualization has become the backbone of the storage infrastructures, in which storage devices such as flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) are virtualized and shared by multiple VMs in order to improve storage utilization [30, 39, 61, 65]. The storage virtualization layer provides the system abstraction of virtualized storage devices (e.g., virtual disks) and hides the underlying hardware complexities from upper-level VMs. Each VM can have one or more virtual storage devices, and each virtual storage device can be mapped to one or more physical storage devices.

At the same time, SSDs are increasingly being adopted by cloud providers for their low latency and high throughput [1, 30, 31, 47]. Internally, an SSD consists of multiple flash channels, each channel has multiple flash chips, and each chip has thousands of flash blocks (see Figure 7). Each channel can issue I/O requests independently, thus, offering high parallelism and performance isolation. SSDs can only write data to free blocks, and once a free block is written, it is no longer available for future writes until it is erased. However, the erase operation is time-consuming. Thus, writes are issued to
flash blocks that have been erased in advance (i.e., out-of-place update). Because of this, SSDs employ a flash translation layer (FTL) to maintain the logical-to-physical address mapping, and manage the garbage collection (GC) operations.

To ultimately exploit the performance benefits of SSDs in the cloud, software-defined flash (SDF) was developed [40,52]. In the context of SSD virtualization, SDF allows the upper-level VM to map its virtual SSD (vSSD) to a set of flash channels, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, cloud providers can allocate storage capacity and bandwidth to each vSSD per its request by allocating fewer/more flash channels, following the pay-as-you-go model, while enabling the device-level performance isolation between vSSDs. The vSSD performs like a conventional storage disk, it provides the block interface to upper-level software, and uses a mapping table to index the logical-to-physical block address mappings [30,52]. As SDF enables various cloud services such as Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to achieve predictable storage performance and satisfy their service level objectives (SLOs), it has become an essential component in modern cloud platforms [17,32,56,57,64]. In this work, we develop BlockFlex based on the software-defined flash infrastructure.

### 3.2 Harvest Virtual Machine

To improve the resource utilization in cloud platforms, a few VM techniques have been developed recently [4–6,13,21,59,69]. Cloud providers offer evictable VMs or Spot VMs that run with lower priority than regular VMs, they can be evicted if resources are needed by a regular VM [4,5]. With evictable VMs, cloud providers can sell unsold resources at a lower price while providing resource guarantees for regular VMs. Therefore, cloud customers usually rent evictable VMs to run batch-processing workloads or similar applications that have lower requirements on resource guarantees. Based on the evictable VMs, researchers developed harvest VM [6], elastic VM [69], and memory-harvesting VM [21], which further improve the cloud resource utilization by enabling flexible and dynamic harvesting of unallocated resources. To simplify the discussion, we will use harvest VM to represent these aforementioned VMs for resource harvesting in the remainder of the paper.

A majority of these harvest VMs were developed to harvest CPU and memory resources, and none of them can be directly applied to the storage resources. Additionally, prior work proposed various VM scheduling techniques by co-locating multi-tenant applications on the shared bare-metal servers to improve the resource efficiency [42,44,66,71]. However, our study of various cloud traces discloses that the storage utilization is still a severe issue within modern cloud platforms. Since storage virtualization today assumes exclusive ownership of storage resources for each VM, it inevitably causes storage underutilization. In this work, we enable the storage harvesting for harvest VMs to improve the cloud storage utilization.

### 4 Design and Implementation

In this section, we first discuss the design goals and challenges of BlockFlex. After that, we will present the overview of the system as well as the design and implementation details of each component.

#### 4.1 Design Goals and Challenges

As we develop BlockFlex to enable efficient storage harvesting, we aim to achieve the following goals:

- The storage harvesting should satisfy the storage requirements from harvest VMs while minimizing unexpected preemptions by regular VMs.
- The storage harvesting should be transparent to the upper-level VM to minimize changes to the VM and applications, as well as facilitate its production deployment.
- The storage harvesting should have minimal negative impact on the regular VMs to guarantee the quality of cloud services as we improve the global storage utilization.
- The storage harvesting should ensure the data safety, when it temporarily allocates unused data blocks from both allocated and unallocated storage to the harvest VMs.

Since cloud platforms today do not provide system support for storage harvesting, it is not easy to achieve the above goals. Additionally, existing resource harvesting techniques cannot be directly applied to storage resources. Specifically, we have to overcome the following challenges. First, cloud customers usually rely on the storage to permanently store their data, the data durability and availability are critical for storage services. This makes the storage harvesting fundamentally more challenging than the harvesting of CPU and memory resources. For example, shrinking available storage (upon reclamation) may result in data loss, while reclaiming memory and CPU resources mainly causes reduced performance. Second, the storage virtualization and management are different from that of CPU and memory resources, especially for SSDs that have intrinsic properties (see §3.1). Therefore, sharing storage resources while maintaining isolation among tenants needs new techniques. Third, storage allocation and deallocation usually incur more performance overhead than the context switch overhead caused by harvesting CPU and memory resources, which requires special development efforts for enabling the deployment of storage harvesting in cloud platforms.

#### 4.2 System Overview

To the best of our knowledge, BlockFlex is the first storage harvesting framework built based on modern software-defined storage infrastructure. We present the system architecture of BlockFlex in Figure 8. To manage the harvested storage, we propose a new abstraction, named ghost vSSD (gSSD), on top of software-defined flash (§4.3). The ghost vSSDs
can be attached to created vSSDs, therefore, no changes are required to VMs. BlockFlex will deploy a predictor in each vSSD (§4.4). For harvest VMs, BlockFlex will predict their demanded storage capacity and bandwidth, as well as how long the demand will last. For regular VMs, BlockFlex will predict their available storage capacity and bandwidth, as well as their available time. For unused storage resources, BlockFlex will use both heuristic-based approaches to predict the duration time available for harvesting. Based on the prediction, BlockFlex will make a best-fit match and allocate unused storage to the harvest VM. In case resource preemption happens to the harvest VM (caused by misprediction), BlockFlex will release the harvested storage to the regular VM and handle the exceptions for different scenarios (§4.5).

Since BlockFlex enables storage harvesting at the system virtualization level, it does not change the upper-level durability model (e.g., data replication) offered by current cloud storage infrastructures. For harvest VMs, cloud platforms assume their end users are aware of the relaxed durability guarantees and their applications may suffer from early reclamations. BlockFlex makes the best effort to allocate new gSSDs to ensure the data durability for harvest VMs. However, similar to Spot VMs [63], the owners of harvest VMs should be aware of the risk and take responsibility for their data as the cost of harvest VMs is much lower than regular VMs. As BlockFlex is deployed on top of existing software-defined storage infrastructure, it runs in a distributed environment where the global control plane manages the gSSDs and their allocations/deallocations. In the following section, we will discuss each technique proposed in BlockFlex, respectively.

### 4.3 New Abstraction for Storage Harvesting

As discussed in §3.1, with software-defined flash, the storage virtualization can map each virtual SSD to a number of flash channels depending on the storage capacity and bandwidth requested by the associated VM. We show two typical examples in Figure 9. Suppose we have a 1TB SSD that contains 16 channels. Each channel has 64GB and delivers a bandwidth of 70MB/s. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the cloud platform allocates two flash channels to vSSD-2 (128GB), leaving other flash channels temporarily unused (e.g., vSSD-1). Both vSSD-1 and vSSD-2 could provide opportunities for storage harvesting. For example, as shown in Figure 9(b), the entire unsold vSSD-1 (gSSD-1) and part of the allocated vSSD-2 (gSSD-2) could be harvested depending on their availability. The SDF offers the flexibility to allocate fewer/more resources to each gSSD.

However, the harvested storage still belongs to the original vSSDs, which could be preempted by existing or newly allocated regular VMs. Since the availability of harvested storage varies depending on the workloads in the cloud platform, it increases the complexity of storage harvesting.

#### 4.3.1 Definition of Ghost vSSD

To simplify the management of harvested storage, we develop the gSSD abstraction. Its block interface is the same as that of the regular vSSD. Therefore, no code modifications are required for the VMs. Similar to vSSDs, each gSSD has a block-level mapping table to index the mappings of logical block addresses to physical block addresses, and a free block list to manage the free flash blocks. However, since each gSSD is created/borrowed from regular vSSDs and has a different lifetime (the time available for harvesting), we maintain a metadata structure for each gSSD, as shown in Figure 10.

The metadata of a gSSD includes its maximum bandwidth and capacity. We use the number of flash channels to represent the storage bandwidth, and the number of flash blocks to represent the storage capacity. As the actual storage bandwidth and capacity offered by a gSSD could vary at runtime, we use their maximum values because they are provided on a best-effort basis. We use the expire to indicate when the gSSD will no longer be available for use. This value is predicted with our duration predictor (see the detailed discussion in §4.4). The metadata structure also has a bit in use to indicate whether the gSSD has been assigned to a harvest VM or not. If yes, the vm_id stores the ID of the corresponding harvest VM. The home pointer points to the regular vSSD from which the blocks in the gSSD are harvested. The ghost points to the created ghost vSSD after storage harvesting. The metadata is stored in the gSSD. It is initialized when the gSSD is created and updated when the gSSD is harvested/reclaimed.
typedef struct vmeta {
    int bandwidth;       // maximum bandwidth of gSSD
    int capacity;        // maximum capacity of gSSD
    int expire;          // how long the gSSD lasts
    boolean in_use;      // used by harvest VM or not
    string vm_id;        // harvest VM ID
    struct vssd* home;   // vSSD that owns these blocks
    struct vssd* ghost;  // points to the attached gSSD
} vmeta_t;

Figure 10: Metadata of a ghost vSSD in BlockFlex.

4.3.2 Management of Ghost vSSDs

We now discuss the gSSD creation and management.

Creating gSSDs. Instead of harvesting storage upon requests, BlockFlex allows regular vSSDs to proactively create gSSDs and add them into the gSSD pool managed by the vSSD manager (see Figure 8). This removes the harvesting procedure from the critical path. A vSSD creates a gSSD when its predictor predicts that it will have available storage resources for harvesting. These predictions occur at regular intervals (every three minutes by default). In order to create a new gSSD, BlockFlex will harvest free blocks from the vSSD and create a mapping table for them. Following our prior study on SDF [30], we use block-level address mapping tables for indexing flash blocks in the gSSDs/vSSDs. We align the address mapping granularity and flash erase granularity to simplify the storage management with improved efficiency. And each gSSD/vSSD has its own mapping table. Although the flash blocks of a gSSD could be harvested from a vSSD, the corresponding gSSD and vSSD will not share these harvested flash blocks. Therefore, we do not need to synchronize the mapping table entries between the gSSD and vSSD at runtime.

The metadata of a gSSD (Figure 10) is initialized with the number of flash channels harvested (bandwidth), the number of free blocks (capacity), and the predicted time the resources will be available for use (expire). The home of the gSSD will point to the regular vSSD, and the ghost will point to the newly created gSSD. At the same time, the gSSD will be added to the gSSD pool for serving future harvesting requests.

To simplify the management of gSSDs, we only create a gSSD when harvesting a chunk of resources. BlockFlex enables the storage harvesting at the granularity of a flash channel, 16GB size, and 30-minute for storage bandwidth, capacity, and duration time, respectively. To ensure reasonable performance isolation between regular VMs and harvest VMs, we restrict each vSSD to provide only one gSSD.

Managing gSSDs. To facilitate fast gSSD lookup, we organize gSSDs in a set of lists in the vSSD manager with considering the sorting in three dimensions: storage bandwidth, capacity, and time available for harvesting. We optimize the lists based on our observations that (1) the storage bandwidth and capacity are correlated with the number of channels available in a vSSD; (2) the time available for harvesting for each gSSD needs to be updated at regular intervals; and (3) we will not update the maximum storage capacity and bandwidth over the lifetime of a gSSD. Therefore, as shown in Figure 11, BlockFlex maintains a set of gSSD lists sorted by <capacity, bandwidth>. In each list, the gSSDs are sorted by their expiration time from the farthest one to the nearest one. There is a timer running periodically (per 15 minutes by default) to update the expire time in the gSSD pool. For the expired gSSDs but have not been allocated to any harvest VM, BlockFlex will remove them from the list.

Harvesting gSSDs. Upon receiving a request for storage harvesting, BlockFlex will check the gSSD pool to identify a best-fit match for the requested storage capacity, bandwidth, and time available for harvesting. BlockFlex uses the best-fit matching policy to minimize the waste of storage resources. These requested parameters are obtained from the predictors deployed in the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM (see §4.4). Since the gSSD pool is sorted, we use the binary search to first locate the corresponding list that matches with the requested storage capacity and bandwidth. After that, we walk through the list until identifying an available gSSD whose expire time matches with the requested harvestable time.

Once a gSSD is identified in the pool, we set its in_use to 1 to indicate this gSSD has been assigned to a harvest VM and the corresponding harvest VM ID is recorded. BlockFlex supports concurrent gSSD allocations by managing the gSSD lists using non-blocking linked-lists implementation with the compare-and-swap operations [28]. Compared to the lifetime of a gSSD (hours or even days), the gSSD allocation overhead (a few microseconds) is trivial.

With a harvested gSSD, BlockFlex will assign its flash blocks to the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM. This harvesting procedure is transparent to the harvest VM, as we track these blocks in the mapping table of the vSSD of the harvest VM, as shown in Figure 12. The address mapping table in the vSSD is extended to include the ID of the harvested gSSD. Therefore, upon data accesses from the harvest VM, its vSSD will conduct the address translation to translate the logical block address (LBA) to [gSSD-ID, gLBA]. With the obtained gSSD-ID, the corresponding gSSD will translate the gLBA to the physical block address (PBA). This enables BlockFlex to harvest multiple gSSDs for a harvest VM. With the expanded vSSD, the harvest VM can resize the vSSD and its file system with existing virtual disk and file system tools [14, 19, 67]. Note that the address mapping of a vSSD will also index the
default storage allocated when a harvest VM is created.

We assume each harvest VM will not request more than 256 gSSDs, so 1 byte is used to index the gSSDs. In total, each address mapping entry takes 9 bytes (4 bytes for LBA and 4 bytes for PBA). Given a harvest VM that requests 128GB storage, and each flash block is 4MB, the block-level address mapping of a vSSD will take only 288KB.

**Reclaiming gSSDs.** When a harvest VM finishes its jobs, the harvested gSSDs will be reclaimed to the pool in the vSSD manager. Upon the gSSD reclamation, the corresponding entries in the address mapping table of the vSSD will be removed. BlockFlex will check whether a gSSD will expire soon or not (i.e., in 30 minutes by default). If yes, BlockFlex will erase the flash blocks for data safety, and remove the gSSD instance. Otherwise, BlockFlex will add the gSSD into the gSSD pool for future harvesting. Since the erase operation is expensive, BlockFlex leverages the channel parallelism of an SSD to execute them in parallel.

The additional erase operations caused by gSSD reclamation has minimal impact on the lifetime of SSDs. This is for two major reasons. First, BlockFlex ensures wear leveling of SSDs by following a relaxed wear-leveling scheme proposed in our prior study [30]. It showed that SDF can achieve near-ideal SSD lifetime by swapping channels every 19 days on average for data center workloads, and 12 days on average for the worst case of erasing channels at full bandwidth. The wear leveling plays a fundamental role of ensuring the device lifetime, no matter whether flash blocks are used by regular VMs or harvest VMs. Second, the harvesting procedure itself only introduces erases when harvested storage is reclaimed, and it happens infrequently. Based on our study, for a given vSSD, it is harvested about every 21.2 days and consumes an average of 25% of the SSD (see §6), meaning the entire vSSD is erased once per 8.4 days. For modern SSDs that usually have 10K P/E cycles and can last 5-year lifetime, the storage harvesting operations will consume about 2% of the device lifetime, which is acceptable in practice.

In addition, with the assistance of predictors (see §4.4), BlockFlex minimizes the chances of early reclamation, and takes the erase operations from the critical path. However, a reclamation would still happen, even though a gSSD is in use by a harvest VM. This could be caused by the resource preemption issued by a regular VM. We will discuss how BlockFlex handles this in details in §4.5.

## 4.4 Predictions for Storage Harvesting

Instead of relying on the cloud customers or VM users to specify their demanded or unused storage resource, we use a lightweight online learning approach to predict them. As discussed in §4.2, each vSSD has an online predictor, except those for the unallocated (unsold) VMs.

### 4.4.1 Heuristic-based Prediction for Unsold VMs

For the unallocated (unsold) VMs, we use a heuristic-based approach, based on our study characterizing the unallocated storage in cloud platforms (see §2). Recall that cloud providers usually over-provision VMs to provide the elasticity for their services. They reserve different regular VMs with various storage capacities. The common sizes include 128GB, 256GB, and 512GB for simplified VM management and deployment. According to our study in Figure 6, their availability for harvesting varies by their capacities.

Previous harvesting studies have identified that past values are a useful indicator for the available time of unsold storage [6]. In our study of unsold storage resource, we confirm that the available time of unsold storage for harvesting is stable. For this reason, we tag each unsold VM with a predicted duration time using the histogram of previous available times for the unsold VM with the same storage capacity. For instance, for the unsold VMs with 512GB storage capacity, we can use 20% of them as gSSDs that would be available for 12 hours, 20% for 6 hours, and the remaining for 1 hour. This distribution could change depending on the heuristic study of the corresponding cloud platform. The distribution of these gSSD sizes depends on the configured storage capacities for the unsold VMs.

### 4.4.2 Online Learning for Allocated and Harvest VMs

We predict the harvestable storage resource for allocated VMs, and demanded storage resource for harvest VMs. Since the predictions for allocated VMs and harvest VMs are both determined by their workloads, they use the same learning-based approach but different learning parameters.

We show the entire prediction workflow of BlockFlex in Figure 13. In each vSSD, we collect the read, write, and erase operations at the block layer for online predictions, therefore, we do not rely on the systems software running on top of
the vSSD. Based on these I/O traces, we infer the bandwidth, throughput (IOPS), and current storage utilization.

We use Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) models [29] to develop our predictors, because of their strength in time-series predictions and relatively low overhead. The inputs for LSTM s are statistical measures gathered from the bandwidth, IOPS (e.g., \( \max_{\text{ops}}, \min_{\text{ops}} \)), and storage utilization. By default, BlockFlex trains the models every three minutes using the collected statistics from the preceding 15 minutes. This introduces minimal performance and memory overhead. Both bandwidth predictor and capacity predictor use the same LSTM model, but we tune their learning rate and hidden layer size slightly differently for improved accuracy (see Figure 13). These predictors will generate the predicted bandwidth (in channels) and predicted capacity (in GB), respectively.

The predictions of storage bandwidth and capacity are passed to their respective duration predictors. Each duration predictor consists of a collection of individual sub-predictors. Each sub-predictor is responsible for a possible output from the bandwidth/capacity predictors. For instance, if the output of the bandwidth predictor ranges from 1 to 16 channels, we will have 16 duration sub-predictors, each sub-predictor will predict its corresponding duration time by using the history of previous durations at that demand.

To ensure a gSSD can satisfy both the storage and bandwidth requirements from a harvest VM, the duration selector takes the maximum duration for demanded storage resources. To ensure a regular VM will not reclaim resources early, the selector takes the minimum duration for the harvestable storage resources. The final output delivered by the predictors in BlockFlex is presented in a tuple of <bandwidth, capacity, duration>. We describe the details of each predictor as follows.

**Storage bandwidth:** For the prediction of storage bandwidth, we use six inputs for the LSTM model: the maximum, minimum, and average for both bandwidth and IOPS. We do not use other statistical measures as inputs because they do not improve the prediction accuracy and slow down the convergence of the model. As the number of flash channels is proportional to the storage bandwidth, we use the number of channels as the bandwidth metric to simplify the bandwidth prediction.

**Storage capacity:** The prediction model for the storage capacity is similar to the model used for the storage bandwidth. We use the maximum, minimum, and average of past storage utilizations, and the current changes in storage utilization as the inputs. We find that using the changes in storage utilization helps differentiate long periods of sequential writes against shorter changes. We use the number of flash blocks as the output of the capacity predictor.

**Duration:** For the duration, we make the predictions for storage bandwidth and capacity separately. For allocated VMs, we predict how long their available storage capacity and bandwidth can be used by harvest VMs; for harvest VMs, we predict how long a demand of storage capacity and bandwidth will last before more resources are needed. As discussed, a set of sub-predictors are used for each demanded bandwidth/capacity. BlockFlex updates and maintains the history of durations for model training and inference.

### 4.4.3 Resource Provisioning for Improved Accuracy

We examine the accuracy of the LSTM models we develop for the aforementioned predictors using various cloud workloads (see their descriptions in Table 2). A prediction for storage bandwidth and capacity is considered accurate if the predictor predicts at least as much as the actually demanded/available storage. A prediction of duration time is considered accurate if the predicted storage bandwidth and capacity lasts as long as the actual demand/availability. We track the actual storage demand/availability and predicted storage demand/availability to calculate the prediction accuracies.

As shown in Figure 14, the average accuracies of predicting storage bandwidth, capacity, and their durations are 89%, 93%, 79%, and 79% on average. Their accuracy varies for different workloads. To further improve the prediction accuracy and avoid resource preemptions (see §4.5), we use a simple yet effective approach – over-provisioning more storage resources based on the predictions of demanded storage resources, and under-provisioning storage resources based on the predictions of harvestable storage resources. We vary the provisioning ratio from 5% to 30%, and show the updated accuracies in Figure 14. We find the accuracies of all the predictions can reach 93–96% with a provisioning ratio of 5%. As we increase the provisioning ratio, we do not see much accuracy improvement. Therefore, we use the 5% provisioning ratio in BlockFlex by default.
exception handling for this exception.

Early resource reclamation. This could happen when a regular VM has less harvestable storage resources than the demanded storage resources from a harvest VM. Typical examples include the case ① and ② in Table 1, in which we over-predict the harvestable storage resource in a regular VM, but in reality, the regular VM has less harvestable storage than the demanded storage from a harvest VM. In both cases, the regular VM has to reclaim its storage from the harvest VM. To handle this exception, BlockFlex will identify a new gSSD that meets the requirements for storage capacity, bandwidth, and duration. After that, BlockFlex will copy all the data from the old gSSD to the new gSSD and update the address mapping table in the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM. BlockFlex will migrate data between gSSDs at block granularity to minimize the impact on the running applications. BlockFlex will reclaim the old gSSD while ensuring its flash blocks are erased before being used by the regular vSSD (see §4.3.2). However, if there is no satisfactory gSSD available, an exception will be reported to the end users of the harvest VM (like what is done today for spot VMs [63]).

Under-harvesting. The exception of under-harvesting could happen when a harvest VM under-predicts its demanded storage resources (i.e., it requests less storage resources than it really needs). Typical examples include the cases ① and ③ For the case ③, under-harvesting could happen when the harvest VM under-predicts its demanded storage resources. For the case ④, although the regular VM under-predicts its harvestable storage resources, the demanded storage in reality could still be more than the available storage resources in the regular VM. To handle this exception, BlockFlex will harvest new gSSDs for the harvest VM until meeting the demand. As discussed in Figure 12, BlockFlex enables the use of multiple gSSDs in a single vSSD. However, if there is no gSSD available, BlockFlex will report an exception to the users of the harvest VM, resulting in a termination of the harvest VM or a delay of job executions in the harvest VM.

Note that mispredictions could happen along all three dimensions (i.e., storage capacity, bandwidth, and time available for harvesting) of the storage resource. The described exception handling is used in BlockFlex for mispredictions along any of the three dimensions.

4.6 Implementation Details

We implement the gSSD abstraction of BlockFlex using a programmable SSD with 1TB capacity. The SSD has 16 channels, each channel has 4 dies, each die has 4 planes, each plane has 1024 blocks. Each block consists 256 pages, each 16KB. Its controller allows read/write/erase operations against the raw flash resources and enables the host to develop their own FTL for address translation, GC, and wear leveling.

The gSSD implementation takes 4.1K lines of code (LoC) using C programming language. The vSSD used in this paper
We evaluate BlockFlex with a set of synthetic workloads and real-world applications as shown in Table 2. We use Hadoop’s TeraSort [26], ML Prep [2], and the PageRank implementation in GraphChi [25] to represent common applications in harvest VMs, while YCSB [73] represents common regular VM workloads. For TeraSort, we generate and sort 75GB datasets with the TeraGen in Hadoop [26]. For PageRank, we use the Friendster graph (61GB) [72], For ML Prep, we process images from the ImageNet data set (220 GB) [18]. For YCSB, we populate a key-value store RocksDB [55] with 180GB of data and run workloads A-E. In the evaluation, we report the numbers for YCSB-A since the workloads B-E deliver similar results.

5.2 Improved Storage Utilization

To evaluate the improved utilization of BlockFlex, we gather requests from 60,000 low priority VMs from Google traces to characterize the demand of harvest VMs. Their storage requests vary between 32GB and 512GB, and last between 30 minutes and 8.5 days (2.1 days on average). The demanded bandwidth is proportional to the demanded storage. We match these storage demands with harvestable storage capacity from 4,000 regular VMs. When evaluating the benefits of utilizing unallocated storage, we match them with unallocated VMs of 1,400 servers. Since VMs with low storage utilization present a greater opportunity for harvesting, we highlight the capability of utilizing the heavily underutilized storage with BlockFlex.

### Underutilized Capacity

We first analyze the impact on the underutilized storage capacity, summarized in Figure 15. We compare the average and maximum utilization when using BlockFlex against the baseline utilization for VMs without harvesting (originally shown in Figure 2). We see an average improvement of 1.25× (43% vs. 54% utilization) across all VMs and an improvement of 1.75× (20% vs. 35%) for those that had less than 60% storage utilization. This shows the benefits BlockFlex can obtain, especially when harvesting flash blocks from VMs with low storage utilization.

Next, we see that the maximum utilization across all of the VMs is increased by 1.37× (49% vs. 67%). We also observe that the over-provisioning we add to the predictions ensures that we do not fully utilize any regular VM. This reinforces...
that BlockFlex has a low probability of reclamation.

**Underutilized Bandwidth.** We now analyze the underutilized storage resource from a bandwidth perspective, summarized in Figure 16. Our results show a stable improvement of $1.34 \times (22\%$ vs. $30\%)$ for all VMs. BlockFlex also increases the maximum utilization by $1.27 \times (53\%$ vs. $66\%)$. As with underutilized storage, we avoid rejections by not fully utilizing the bandwidth of regular VMs. This demonstrates that BlockFlex can improve both the bandwidth and capacity utilization of cloud storage from underutilized resources.

**Unallocated Storage.** We analyze the utilization improvement by harvesting unallocated VMs, presented in Figure 17. We observe that BlockFlex improves the overall utilization by $1.17 \times (69\%$ vs. $81\%)$. Servers with utilization below 60% are improved by $1.42 \times (45\%$ vs. $64\%)$.

For underutilized and unallocated storage resources, we observe $1.25 \times$ improvement on average, showing that BlockFlex can significantly use both underutilized and unsold storage resources to improve utilization. For extremely underutilized cases (under 60%), we observe $1.48 \times$ improvement on average. This shows that BlockFlex can successfully match the harvestable storage resources to the demands from harvest VMs.

### 5.3 Improved Performance for Harvest VM

We examine how BlockFlex improves the performance of harvest VMs. The results are shown in Figure 18. We evaluate three different configurations: **Static:** the harvest VM is statically configured with 8 channels and does not harvest. This represents the current (baseline) storage virtualization. **Sold:** a 4-channel gSSD is allocated from channels occupied by a regular VM that uses 50% of its maximum bandwidth. **Unsold:** a 4-channel gSSD is allocated from unallocated channels. For both unsold and static, the gSSD is harvested after one hour. Before each experiment, we warm up the SSD to ensure GC will occur. We run all workloads for two hours.

By harvesting additional channels, the harvest VM has significantly improved bandwidth. As we compare the Sold scheme with the Static scheme, the workload performance is improved by 16–51% on average. For the Unsold scheme, the lack of interference with the regular VM improves the storage bandwidth by 22–60%. We observe the best improvement for PageRank, as its workload spends more time on I/O than TeraSort or ML Prep workloads. The Unsold scheme provides an additional 6% bandwidth improvement over the Sold scheme on average. As we translate this into the end-to-end execution time, we see an average performance improvement of 20% using Sold storage, and 25% improved performance using Unsold storage. This demonstrates the significant performance benefits BlockFlex can obtain for IO-intensive applications, when utilizing either sold or unsold storage.

Clearly, additional flash channels can benefit write-heavy workloads, as we increase the I/O parallelism. It is less clear whether additional channels can benefit read heavy workloads, as the harvested channels cannot immediately satisfy reads. To investigate this, we focus on the read bandwidth improvements in Figure 19. For both ML Prep and PageRank workloads, we see an increase of $10–21\%$ after 5 minutes of harvesting. After the full 60 minutes, the average increase of the read bandwidth stabilizes and reaches an overall improvement of $22–60\%$.

Specifically, for ML Prep, we see a slight increase ($10\%$) as...
we redirect writes to the additional channels immediately upon harvesting (0-5 minutes). Afterwards, as we start issuing writes and reads to the new channels, we see the read bandwidth benefit stabilizes at an improved level (24%). As for the PageRank workload, it shows relatively consistent benefit in the read bandwidth (60%). This is because PageRank workload is write intensive, during the first two minutes of harvesting. Thus, the PageRank data is aggressively written to the new harvested channels, which benefits the read bandwidth in return.

5.4 Performance Impact on Regular VM

To investigate the impact of storage harvesting on regular VMs, we examine the interference generated by the harvest VM. We run the YCSB workload-A with 10 threads in the regular VM, and vary the number of flash channels in its vSSD from 2 to 10. The database tables are striped across all the available channels in the vSSD. We first measure the throughput and tail latency (95th percentile latency) of the YCSB workload without enabling storage harvesting. After that, we create a harvest VM to run the ML Prep workload. The harvest VM will harvest all the channels of the regular VM, and we measure the performance of the regular VM after the harvesting.

As shown in Figure 20, the throughput of YCSB Workload-A decreases slightly, while the latency is almost constant as we increase the number of channels. The storage harvesting does not introduce much overhead (5.1% on average), since the regular VM always has the higher priority for its I/O requests and available storage bandwidth. We observe a similar overhead for the tail latency, demonstrating that the storage harvesting has negligible negative impact on the performance of regular VMs.

We also examine the interference caused by additional GC and storage reclamations. As indicated in §5.3, GC is enabled in our experiments. We believe the GC overhead can be further reduced with erase suspension available in modern SSDs [36, 70]. We wish to explore this feature in our future work. As for the overhead caused by storage reclamations, we observe that reclaiming an entire flash channel results in a 1.5% slowdown in the average bandwidth of regular VMs. Such an overhead is acceptable in reality, as storage reclamations do not happen frequently over the entire lifetime of VMs.

Table 3: Learning overheads for each iteration in our predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Training Time (millisecs)</th>
<th>Inference Time (millisecs)</th>
<th>Model Size (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth Duration</td>
<td>410.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Duration</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Overhead Sources in BlockFlex

We now profile the overheads introduced by BlockFlex. We begin by analyzing the overheads introduced by the predictors. We present the summary of these overheads in Table 3. First, we measure the time consumed by training each predictor for one iteration of online training. As discussed in §4.4, each model is trained one iteration every three minutes. Since each duration predictor has multiple models, their training is more expensive than storage bandwidth and capacity predictors. In total, training all of the predictors consumes 0.48 seconds on our multi-core server. In this case, cloud platform operators do not need powerful hardware accelerators like GPUs to deploy BlockFlex. Since input sizes and training frequency do not change by workload, the training overhead is the same across all the workloads evaluated in this paper.

For each inference, the total execution time is 7.3 milliseconds. This overhead is also incurred once every three minutes, but can be further optimized. For example, we can decrease the inference frequency when a vSSD has generated a gSSD.

To store the predictors for each vSSD, BlockFlex allocates about 1.7MB memory space. It also allocates 4KB memory to store the history of bandwidth/capacity information used for training each iteration. This demonstrates the minimal performance and storage overheads of the predictors in BlockFlex.

We also profile the overheads of gSSD creation and lookup. They include the overheads of creating a new gSSD and harvesting free blocks from a regular vSSD. Since they only involve metadata operations, the overhead is 61 µs for creating a gSSD with 64GB. As gSSDs are created in the background, their creation overhead is not on the critical path. We organize the gSSD pool in sorted lists, the gSSD lookup takes 1.2 µs on average.

As we reclaim a gSSD from a harvest VM, its primary cost is on the erase of all the written blocks. Since we can parallelize the erase operations across channels, the limiting factor is the channel with the most allocated blocks. The total overhead is 17.1, 34.2, and 68.4 seconds for a channel (64GB) with 25%, 50%, 100% harvested, respectively. According to our study of various cloud traces, we observe that storage harvesting is infrequent (once every few hours). Additionally, compared to the lifetime of VMs in the cloud, the overhead of storage reclamation is relatively small, which has negligible impact on the performance of regular VMs.
Security implications of storage harvesting. A few potential security concerns may arise when sharing physical flash blocks in a cloud environment. First, we consider whether data could be leaked via harvested blocks. Since BlockFlex erases the flash blocks before creating/reclaiming the gSSD, it guarantees that user data will not be leaked through the storage harvesting. Second, we consider whether information could be leaked through the cached data, such as LBA-PBA mappings. As existing cloud infrastructure prevents access to the SSD virtualization, device driver, and controller layers without permission checking, therefore, even though a flash channel is shared across VMs, their accesses are protected. Third, we consider whether multiple VMs sharing a physical flash channel could suffer from side-channel attacks. It is actually hard for attackers to obtain meaningful information, since the variations could be caused by many factors, such as the number of co-located VMs or the CPU/memory contention.

Compatible with compute and memory harvesting. Upon the creation of harvest VMs, cloud platforms will allocate essential compute, memory, and storage resources. BlockFlex mainly targets storage harvesting to improve the overall cloud storage utilization, and improve the performance of applications bottlenecked by storage resources. It is compatible with prior studies on compute and memory harvesting [21, 69] for improving the whole-system resource utilization.

Semantic-aware storage harvesting. BlockFlex utilizes the vSSD interface in its implementation, making it transparent to applications in VMs. However, due to the lack of semantic information from upper-level applications, BlockFlex has to rely on the predictors to decide the harvestable and demanded storage resources. Additionally, preventing data loss is one of the key challenges when developing BlockFlex, allowing systems software to manage their data in harvested storage would be an alternative solution to address this challenge. Therefore, new APIs can be developed and exposed to popular software systems such as key-value stores and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which offers more flexibility for applications to manage their data in harvested storage.

7 Related Work

Storage virtualization and efficiency. Storage devices such as SSDs have been virtualized as system-wide shared resources for improved utilization in cloud platforms [30, 35, 44, 61, 62, 75]. Based on this, most recent studies focused on improving the performance isolation between collocated applications [7, 33, 34, 43, 50, 65]. However, our study (see §2) reveals that the cloud storage is still significantly underutilized. Ouyang et al. [52] identified the resource underutilization in the SSDs and developed the software-defined flash for cloud platforms. Similar to software-defined networking, software-defined flash is becoming a backbone technique in datacenters today [17, 57, 65]. However, most of them still use a static-allocation approach, which inevitably causes the waste of both storage capacity and bandwidth [12, 52]. Disaggregated storage architectures are proposed [41, 48, 51, 58, 68]. However, they still suffer from storage underutilization when we allocate disaggregated storage to VMs, due to the dynamic workload changes in VMs. BlockFlex addresses the storage underutilization problem by enabling storage harvesting in software-defined datacenters.

Resource harvesting in cloud platforms. Harvesting resources for VMs to improve the resource utilization is not a new concept in cloud platforms. Similar to the harvest VM, many studies have been developed recently, such as Spot VMs and burstable VMs [6, 8, 9, 21, 22, 60, 69]. However, they typically harvest compute and memory resources at a VM granularity. BlockFlex is the first work that focuses on storage harvesting, and addresses the unique challenges in storage harvesting and exception handling. Beyond harvesting unsold resources [6], we can also harvest underutilized allocated storage resources, while providing the performance and security isolation between regular VMs and harvest VMs.

Learning approaches for resource efficiency. Most recently, researchers started to leverage learning techniques to improve the task scheduling [54, 69, 77], cluster resource management [6, 11, 16, 46, 74], and performance optimizations [27, 38, 45, 78]. They showed that the learning-based approach is a promising method to address system optimization problems. However, it is still unclear how they can benefit the cloud storage. In this work, we apply the learning-based approach to improve the storage utilization within our storage harvesting framework. We customize the classical LSTM models for the predictions of harvestable and demanded storage resources, and show their efficiency in our evaluation.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we first conduct a characterization study of the cloud storage utilization, and discloses that the low storage utilization exists pervasively in modern cloud platforms. To this end, we develop a learning-based storage harvesting framework BlockFlex, which can harvest both allocated and unallocated storage for evictable VMs. Our experiments show that BlockFlex can significantly improve the cloud storage utilization, while accelerating the storage performance of harvest VMs with minimal impact on the regular VMs.
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